Reviews  perial politics. ''The literary history of eighteenth-century masculine pathos was demonstrably inseparable from the racial imagination of a colonial and imperial culture'' (). The Cato ''master plot'' () captures the transitional moment from republic to empire, where others become ''Roman'' through conversions to feeling. If this allows Ellison (after Homi Bhabha and other postcolonial theorists) to avoid the binary between colonizer and colonized, it also shows how sentiment contains ''racial'' difference. Such an ideological dynamic between race and sentiment Ellison exports to the Roman play's British adaptation to North (and Native) American materials, to elegies, and to American frontier romances like Sarah Wentworth Morton's Ouabi (), Ann Eliza Bleecker's The History of Maria Kittle (). There is nothing reductive in Ellison's readings of early American frontier discourse: Ouabi, for example, demonstrates ''how closely related sentimental seduction plots and narratives of race relations could be, and how, together, these elements provided a way for female authors to explore the psychology of power'' (). But Ellison never comes round to articulating the difference between vanishing Africans-Addison's Juba subsumed sentimentally into the metaphoric British empire-and the ''Vanishing American'' of frontier romance. A more significant conceptual problem in these otherwise insightful discussions concerns the very meaning of ''race.'' In Ellison's account it is consistently infused with the subjects of gender and empire. Fair enough, but it never engages recent scholarship arguing for the instability of ''race'' in an era intently theorizing the nature of humanity and human origins.
The major weakness of Cato's Tears is also ironically one of its most intriguing arguments: that one can find ''early modern forms of [modern] liberal guilt'' (). Time and again, Ellison suggests that the origins of liberal guilt lay in the ideological inequities built into eighteenth-century sentimental culture, which produce instances of the ''rhetoric of vicarious relations'' (). My complaint with such an argument is that it sometimes tends to read presentist meanings onto eighteenth-century understandings of ''liberty.'' The ''possible ideology of libertarianism'' () she reads in Cato's Letters-and specifically its view of commercecould be refined by considering important revisionist scholarship by those like James Still, Cato's Tears is an engaging, conceptually original study that allows us to see the late eighteenth century as ''sensibility's second act'' () and ''republicanism'' not as a singular ideology but as a literary and political ''plot.'' Both its methods and insights make it an influential work in eighteenth-century transatlantic studies.
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